Dynamic osmotic loading of chondrocytes using a novel microfluidic device.
Many cells exhibit disparate responses to a mechanical stimulus depending on whether it is applied dynamically or statically. In this context, few studies have examined how cells respond to dynamic changes of the extracellular osmolality. In this study, we hypothesized that the cell size change response of cultured articular chondrocytes would be dependent on the frequency of applied osmotic loading. To test this hypothesis, we developed a novel microfluidic device, to apply hydrostatic pressure-driven dynamic osmotic loading by applying composition modulated flow, adapted from Tang and co-workers. This microfluidic device was used to study osmotic loads of +/-180 mOsm at a frequency up to 0.1 Hz with a constant minimal fluid-shear stress, and permit real-time monitoring of cell responses. Bovine articular chondrocytes were observed to exhibit increasing changes in cell volume with decreasing osmotic loading frequency. When the cell volume response was modeled by an exponential function, chondrocytes exhibited significantly different volume change responses to dynamic osmotic loading at 0.0125 Hz and static osmotic loading applied for a period of four minutes (Delta = +/-180 mOsm relative to the isotonic 360 mOsm). The intracellular calcium response at 0.0125 Hz was also monitored and compared with the response to static loading. Coupled with phenomenological or constitutive models, this novel approach could yield new information regarding cell material properties in response to dynamic loading that may contribute new insights into mechanisms of cellular homeostasis and mechanotransduction.